
      

Shift to digital helped Singapore  
pest control products leader  

overcome challenges   

Founded in 1997, Singapore’s Bentz Jaz is a regional leader in the 

pest control products business, distributing industry-leading brands 

to customers across Asia and Southeast Asia, including Thailand, 

China, and Vietnam. This thriving international business faced severe 

challenges in early 2020 because of travel restrictions, but it was able 

to quickly overcome them, thanks to Microsoft technology expertly 

implemented by Microsoft partner Axiom IT Solutions. 

Customer 
Bentz Jaz 
Website: 
www.bentzjaz.com.sg/ 
Country: Singapore 
Industry: Manufacturing, 
Retailers 
Customer size: Medium 
(50-999 employees) 

Customer profile 
Singapore’s Bentz Jaz 
supplies the professional 
pest management 
industry with high-quality 
chemicals and equipment, 
with its solutions 
frequently used to 
combat vector-borne 
disease.  
 
 

Software and services 
Microsoft 365 
Microsoft Teams 
Microsoft OneDrive 
Microsoft Surface 
Laptop 3 

Landco Pacific in the Philippines Streamlines Operations and Sales with Office365 



 

 

With subsidiaries in five major Asian markets and fast-growing trading relationships 
in several others, Bentz Jaz offers a range of innovative, environmentally friendly and 
effective pest management solutions. But when the COVID-19 crisis struck the 
geographies it works in, the company had to maintain service levels. 
Yet, thanks to its leadership move to a more digital way of working prior to the 
lockdown, the emerging crisis of 2020 didn’t hamper Bentz Jaz’s operations, according 
to Finance Director, Hor Kok Pheng. 
“We had already started to work on ways to avoid operational problems such as the 
limitations of only working with local servers, which were insecure and subjected to 
ransomware attacks,” he says. Kok Peng and his team were already in conversations 
with local Microsoft technology experts Axiom IT Solutions. The partner had 
demonstrated a business case proving the increased security and flexibility Bentz Jaz 
would gain from moving to Microsoft 365. By the time the need for remote working 
became a priority, a remote work environment was fully prepared. Or, as Kok Peng 
explains, “We decided to purchase Microsoft 365 packages for all of our staff to have 
seamless communications and access to information anywhere, anytime—and take a 
huge leap forward in changing the way we work.” 
 
Quick, safe, and seamless communication—anytime, anywhere 
Months after the move to digital operations, Kok Peng singled out Microsoft 365 for its 
user-friendliness in particular. “It seems to know what we want and has a special 
intuitive way to guide us how to use it!” 
In terms of business impact, he goes on, response time to customers has been 
shortened, as Bentz Jaz sales staff can now access all the information customers need, 
such as brochures and the most current price list, anytime, anywhere from their mobile 
OneDrive. “This is particularly welcome by the team given the limitations of search on 
the older local server set-up in the past,” Kok Peng notes. Another benefit is how sales 
teams are also using the power of Microsoft Teams to communicate quickly, safely, and 
seamlessly with support staff, he adds. 
In parallel, the company’s finance team can now access shared files via OneDrive without 
travelling back to a physical office. “This has greatly reduced travel time as well as the 
risk of any of our people being exposed to COVID-19,” he says. 
Kok Peng believes the company is now set for even deeper adoption of digital 
productivity, as colleagues are so impressed with their first exposure to Microsoft 365 
that they are now starting to individually explore its potential, from experimenting with 
voice recognition to being able to find important business information easily on their 
own. “The success of business today is no longer dependent on how big you are, but 
instead how fast you are,” he observes. 
Kok Pheng also expresses the company’s thanks for the support of Axiom IT Solutions 
and a local Singapore Productivity Solutions Grant for COVID-19 that came at just the 
right time. 
 
 

Digital transformation to: 
• Empower employees 
• Optimize operations 
• Transform business 

To find more stories like this, visit 
the website:  
customers.microsoft.com 
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Partner 
Axiom IT Solutions Pte Ltd 
 
Website 
https://axiom-hub.com/ 
http://www.axiomsolutionsltd.com/ 
 
 

“We decided to 
purchase Microsoft 365 
packages for all of our 
staff to have seamless 
communications and 
access to information 
anywhere, anytime —
and take a huge leap 
forward in changing 
the way we work.” 

 
 

Hor Kok Pheng 

Finance Director,  

Bentz Jaz 


